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The Signal Path - Nomenclature

Antenna

Feed Horn Receiver Digitizer

Detector/Analyzere.g. Spectrometer,Pulsar search engine..

Local Oscillator

Calibration Device

Source “Front end”
“IF System”(Intermediate Frequency)

Atmosphere

“Back end”

Data

Recall that what goes in is an E-M field E(t).   System applies some frequency-dependent gain, g, to make V(t) = g.E(t), and output is average of the power P = <V.V*> over some integration time τ.



Outline
• Antennas 

– Optics
– Mounts
– Pointing and Tracking
– Surface Accuracy – Gravitational, Thermal and Wind Deformations
– Measurement and setting of dish surfaces

• Calibration
– Principles 
– Calibration Devices

• Heterodyne Receivers
– System aspects – Cryogenics, etc.
– Horns
– Mixers
– IF systems
– Digitization and signal transmission
– Spectrometers



Optical Layouts: 1) Prime
Parabolic dish – all paths from the aperture plane to the focus are the same:  contributions add in phase.
Pro
• Simple
Con
• Undistorted FoV(Field of View) is very small
• Access to receivers is poor, cables hard
• Difficult to support large weight at prime



Optical Layouts: 2) Cassegrain
Standard formulationis parabola + hyperbola
Pro
• Large FoV
• Focus can be in front of dish or behind for better access
Con
• Reflections –“standing waves”
• Effective f/ratio is large if secondaryis small and back focal distance is large

Secondary or “subreflector”

Primary or main reflector



Adjust the shape of the secondary to makes the illumination of the antenna more uniform.  
Small change to primary to correct resulting phase error.
Improves the aperture efficiency from ~70% to ~85%
Shaped Cassegrain:

Used in most synthesis arrays – Ryle telescope, VLA, SKA
Reduces the undistorted field of view.

Shaping



Optical Layouts: 3) Gregorian
Standard formulationis parabola + ellipse
Pro
• Access to prime focusis possible without removing secondary.
Con
• Secondary is furtherfrom primary and so harder to support 



Sardinia Telescope

Effelsberg 100m has a similar arrangement



Off-axis Designs
• Symmetric Designs suffer from:

– Reflections which produces “baseline ripple”
– Blocking of the aperture – raises sidelobe level
– Scattering by the subreflector supports can reflect emission from the ground and so raise noise level.

• Off-axis designs can have clear apertures and avoid all these problems.
• If mirrors are co-axial, however, the illumination is distorted and this makes beam shape and polarization bad. 



Mizuguchi–Dragone Designs
• Solution is to tilt the axis of secondary.  Angle depends on the magnification.  Cancels aberrations.

Meerkat 12m GBT 100m



The large field of view and good polarization properties makes this design good for CMB experiments.  Used for Planck, Polar Bear, etc.
Diffraction Analysis of Focal Plane

Prime axis

Secondary axis



Even better is the “crossed” version

• Needs primary and secondary of similar diameter – only sensible for small telescopes.



SKA 15m Baseline Design
This is planned to beoff-axis and shaped.



Most mm-wave dishes are symmetricCassegrain design –makes the structure easier to build and  provides higher surface accuracy

Smaller dishes often have an enclosure to protect from weather



Optics connecting Telescope to Instrument
SCUBA-2 optics on JCMT.
Needed to squeeze beam through the elevation bearing.
Series of off-axis mirrors designed so that the aberrations cancel



Mounts
• Except for the very largest telescopes (Arecibo, FAST) we expect to make the dish move in both axes to access the whole sky and track sources.  Done by “drive” motors. 
• Requirements are to do this accurately and smoothly and also to be able to move from one place in the sky to another reasonably quickly.
• The pointing accuracy must be maintained in the presence of gravity, wind and temperature variations.
• Generally we set the requirement at 1/10th of the beam-width after calibration.  The may mean values of <1 second of arc for large dishes at high frequency.
• ALMA fast-switching requirement is to move 1.5 degrees on the sky and settle is less than 1.5 seconds of time!



Polar mounts are no longer used
• Last big telescope to use a polar mount was the Green Bank 140 ft.  Built in 1960s long after Jodrell bank
• Caused large delays and cost over-runs
• All modern dishes use Alt-Az mounts:Altitude (also know as elevation) over Aximuth.



Parkes has mechanical Polar to Az/El conversion



Wheel and Track Mount
• Most feasible solution for very large dishes given limits on size of ring bearings that can be made.
• Usually has a central “pintle” bearing to take lateral forces and ensure vertical axis stays fixed.



GBT wheels are big!       Motors



Enclosed Az bearing plus “Fork”
• Generally used for all the smaller dishes
• Bearing can be made very precise
• Easier to maintain
• Smaller base:  essential if the dishes have to be picked up and moved.

VLA 25m antenna  >



Enclosed Az bearing plus “Fork”
• Generally used for all the smaller dishes
• Bearing can be made very precise
• Easier to maintain
• Smaller base which is essential if the dishes have to be picked up and moved.
• VLA antenna

MELCO design of ALMA antenna on Chajnantor
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Receiver Cabin installed

AEM Antennas at ALMA Construction Site
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Direct Magnetic Drives on AEM & Melco
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Drives are Servo systems – keep measuring position, adjust power to motor to keep it right.
• Pointing Error when doing a raster scan (ALMA 12m)  



Pointing Error when doing fast switching

Startsmove



Very Accurate Pointing needs “Metrology” System
• All antennas have encoders on the two axes.
• Do not detect tilt of the foundations or bending of structure by wind forces or temperature gradients.
• Use “inclinometers” tomeasure tilt relative togravity at various points.
• Stress-free frame of low-expansion material insidemain (steel) structure withsensors to measure itsmovements.
• Network of temp sensors.
• Laser ranging system(?)



Results – ploting errors as function of Az, El, etc.  (These were done with an optical pointing telescope.)



Dish structure
• Cannot make the whole reflector in one piece like the mirror of an optical telescope.  Transport!
• Almost always use panels mounted on a back-up structure (BUS).
• BUS has to be strong, stiff and stable to stand up to effects of gravity, wind and thermal changes.  
• To first order gravitational deflections go as D2 while wind and temperature effects scale with D:  gravity is more critical for big dishes, wind and temperature are a bigger concern for small high-frequency dishes.  
• Panels small, light and accurate – reasonably easy to make these so they keep their shape.



“Homology” design to combat Gravity
• Cannot make a structure 100m across that deforms by <1mm (or even 10mm).
• Idea is to allow it to deform but make sure that surface remains a paraboloid, just one with a different position of the focus.  Zenith pointing case:

Paraboloid is z = r2/4f, so need dz = a + br2
gravity

dz

r



Horizon- pointing case

In this case need dz = cx + dx3 (but not a function of y)

gravity

dz
x

If these two cases are good then intermediate pointing angles will be good too, since the gravity vector can be broken down into components along and perpendicular to the axis.  
First used on Effelsberg 100m and is employed to a greater or lesser extent on all dishes since then. 



100m Effelsberg
Showing highdegree of symmetry in backup structure 



JCMT Steel Backing Structure
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Wind
Can to some extent do the same thing for wind but forces are much less predictable.  Main solution – make the BUS very stiff. 



Temperature
• In principle one could use say steel for the structure and measure the temperature at many points so one could calculate the deflections and adjust surface.
• Not really achieved in practice yet.  Best steel dishes (30m, ALMA 7m) use air circulation to keep temperature as uniform as possible.
• Otherwise best option is to use a material which has a very low coefficient of thermal explansion.
• Carbon-fibre Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) is the best option.  Fibres actually have negative coefficient so composite can be < 1x10-6 /K.   Also very stiff and strong.  Used in IRAM 15m dishes, HHT, ALMA 12m.  



Vertex (North American) ALMA Design:  
CFRP Monocoque Sectors on an Invar central Cone

CFRP

Invar

Steel



CFRP Sector awaiting assembly.



Measurement and Adjustment
• Best conventional techniques can measure to a few parts per million, e.g. 50 microns on a 12m dish.
• Many specialized schemes have been devised to measure dishes but by far the best is to use radio signals themselves.
• This is called “holography” because it makes use of the Fourier relationship between the pattern of phase errors in the aperture instruduced by errors in the surface of the dish and the far field pattern of a the antenna.
• Can be done using a either an astronomical source (but it needs to be bright) or one on the ground. 
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Essential Diffraction Theory
• Kirchhoff

dS
n

r s

a U(P)
– Source Aperture Detector

+ Reciprocity:  can exchange Source and Detector



Still works when the Aperture is a Reflector

dS
θ
r        a s U(P)

ε

Note that Δ(r+s) = 2ε cosθ

Key point is that surface error changes r and s and so 
alters the phase of the wave as it leave the aperture



Astronomical Source – limit s →∞
• Fraunhofer diffraction
x’ x
y’ y

s

• Kirchhoff Integral becomes a Fourier Transform
l  = x/s
m = y/s
l0 = x0/sm0 = y0/s• This can be inverted so long as one measures the amplitude and phaseof the electric field and not just the power.



Initial setting is done 
using a source on a 
tower and a special 
receiver. Need to correct 
for the curved wavefront



Initial Map – amplitude and phase



After adjustment



Scott & Ryle method:  “Astro-holography”

• 2-dimensional Complex Beam Pattern is measured on ~half the dishes at a time.
• Fourier transform gives phase and amplitude in the aperture
• Can be done at different elevations.  Includes subreflector and feed.
• Reduced spatial resolution.

Scan ScanRef Ref



Typical Map using Quasar at 230 GHz 
The pattern on the left is amplitude of the signal and it should be 
smooth.  The picture on the right shows the errors in the surface.



Here is a case where we are seeing a deformation 
in the dish – “astigmatism”  



Astro-holo Map made using Saturn at Band 3
This is about the best we have done - 64 rows

• This showed the problem with individual panels that 
turned out to be due to the over-tightened supports.



Gravity  -
Change in surface 76 to 44 deg elevation

• Vertex
FEA Model DV11 Measured DV13 Measured



(Final antenna point) Active Surfaces 
• Since panels already have to be on adjustable mounts these can in principle be motorized and so the control of surface errors can be active.
• (This is of course already done for optical telescopes, e.g. Keck, to far higher precision than we need.)
• GBT uses active control (~2000 adjusters) to compensate for gravity  according to model of the (non-homologous) deformations.
• Both the 50m GTM and the 64m Sardina telescope plan to do the same.
• Active control in its most spectacular form will be used on FAST to make the right parabola.



Receiver Calibration
• Receiver systems are not totally stable so we inject a known signal at the input and measure the response.
• At high frequencies we make black bodies, “loads”, usually at two temperatures and put them in path.
• Low frequencies we use noise diodes (which can be made very stable) calibrated with loads in the lab.
• Linear system and hv << kTgain G:

V = G*(Tin + Trx)so two measurementsgive G and Trx



ALMA 
Calibration 
Device



Device seen 
from below, 
where the 
receiver is 



If you send signals in and nothing comes out then it 
must be a black body:  many bounces ensures this.

Reflector
Absorber



ALMA Hot Load



Calibration (2)
• The loads only calibrate the receiver.  Also need to account for the telescope and the atmosphere.
• Atmosphere causes a loss e-τ where τ is the opacity.
• Can measure this because there will be associated emission:   Tsky = Tatm (1 – e-τ) so if we have a model for the physical temperature of the atmosphere Tatmwe can get e-τ by measuring Tsky .
• To calibrate the telescope – measure the sensitivity, K/Jy – we usually measure known objects.  Best at short wavelengths are planets (although even these are slightly variable).  From these we derive fluxes of standard radio sources “calibrators”.



Front Ends
• At low frequencies (<300GHz) the emission from the galaxy is bright.  The receiver noise is not important and we can use un-cooled transistor amplifiers.
• At higher frequencies, certainly above 1GHz, we have to cool the receiver, usually to ~20K, to reduce noise. 
• Above ~100GHz the best receivers use super-conductors so these need to be cooled to ~4K.
• Cryogenics and vacuum technology is therefore an important part of the design and operation.
• Typically a receiver only covers a limited range: 1.5:1 or 2:1. Need many “bands” to cover whole spectrum.
• Older systems had one receiver per cryostat.  We try now to put several together to save power and space



ALMA Front End











Cartridges have three insulating sections 
and connect to the three stages of cooling

~290K ~100K ~20K ~4K   ……



Band 9
Band 7



Horns
• Signal from antenna (and intermediate optics) is still an E-M wave.  Horn converts this into a current.
• Two steps – first into a waveguide mode, then onto a wire.

• Inside of horn is often corrugated to make it couple better to the wave from the antenna 



Slide from Todd Hunter



Slide from Todd Hunter



Slide from Todd Hunter



SIS Mixers
For frequencies above ~100GHz we can’t make amplifiers with very low noise so we use an SIS mixer as the first stage and then an amplifier at the Ifwhich can be at 2-10GHz.
These operate at ~4K and the mixing comes about by a quantum process:  “photon assisted tunnelling”
Above about 1000GHz these don’t work so we use Hot Electron Bolometer mixers –HEBs – instead.



Digitization
• Once we have amplified the signals to a comfortable level (a volt or so) we measure the value as a number.
• We call this “Digitization”.  Needs to be done fast.  The Nyquist theorem states that we need to sample the signal at a rate that is at least twice the bandwidth.
• On older telescopes the signals were brought off the telescope in long cables and digitized at the backend.
• Tendency now is to digitize close to the front end and the numbers can then be transferred to the instruments on optical fibres.
• It is also possible to convert the analogue signals to modulation of a laser and transmit that light – “RF on fibre” – planned for SKA1-Low. 



ALMA Digitizer:  2 polarizations, 3 bits,  4 GHz sampling.
4 basebands per antenna. 
After packetization data rate is 120 Gb/s per antenna.



The performance of the digitizers – accuracy and stability as 
well as speed and resolution is a critical element in 
producing high quality data.

For high frequencies where the signal to noise is low then 
three bits – 8 levels – is sufficient.  Need more at lower 
frequencies because you often have strong interference.  



Correlators
• The digital signals can be analyzed is many ways – e.g. stored and later correlated with those from other telescopes for VLBI – but the most common form of back-end is a digital correlator.
• Finds temporal auto-correlation function  

ac(τ) = < V(t).V*(t + τ) >
• The Fourier Transform of this is the Power Spectrum which is what we want in order to see spectral lines.
• For an interferometer we form the cross-correlation

cc(τ ) = < V1(t).V2*(t + τ) > 
where V1 and V2 are from different antennas.

• The FT is a complex quantity which is a measure of the amplitude and phase of the correlated power.   





ALMA Correlator  ~2x1017 operations per second!


